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back the constructed façade to expose the politician's undiluted, 'authentic' essence is as powerful as it has ever been. 5 Indeed, some have suggested the search for authenticity has grown more fevered in the contemporary moment. As author and journalist Stephen Poole argued recently, anxiety about inauthenticity has been exacerbated by a combination of globalisation, the economic dominance of multinational corporations, and the inexorable rise of digital technologies since the 1990s. 6 Applying such arguments to contemporary politics, in an age of 24-hour-rolling news, the internet, YouTube, and in an environment in which images are constantly recontextualised and repurposed, the 'aura' that might once have hung around public figures given their infrequent appearances in the ordinary citizen's everyday life is lost amidst a miasma of constant representation, mediation and remediation. However, while Poole might be correct in saying there is something specific about this contemporary crisis, the historical consideration and investigation of authenticity reveals many continuities with the past. 5 Eugene Robinson argued that Romney's wealth precluded him from being an authentic presence on the campaign trail, as it rendered him incapable of identifying with ordinary people and coming across as a "real person" (Eugene Robinson, The Washington Post (March 2 2012), <http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-authentically-inauthentic-mittromney/2012/03/01/gIQAP5BalR_story.html> [accessed April 2012] ). Romney's infamous, secretly filmed, comments that 47% of Americans automatically vote for the Democrats because they think they are entitled to government handouts, confirmed to many that Romney was a typical politician who said one thing in public and another in private. The implications of these ideas and incidents are part of what this article looks to establish about political authenticity. 6 Stephen Poole, 'Why are we so obsessed with the pursuit of authenticity?', The New Statesman 7 March 2013 <http://www.newstatesman.com/culture/culture/2013/03/why-are-we-so-obsessed-pursuitauthenticity>, accessed March 2013. Much of Poole's argument appears influenced by Jean Baudrillard's infamous intervention in 1981, in which he argued that any distinction between the 'real' and the 'represented' had collapsed as a result of mediation and manipulation. It is arguable that the rise of digital technology, whereby the relationship between the signifier and the signified has become even more eroded has provoked a similar crisis of authenticity. See Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra/Simulation (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1994).
Concern about inauthenticity in culture appears to accompany most advances in technology. This worry was given perhaps its most famous expression in the modern period by Walter Benjamin, who lamented the loss of the original artwork's 'aura' when reproduced by technological means. 7 For Benjamin, humanity's ability to produce facsimiles of artworks inevitably eroded the distinction between the genuine and the imitation, further obscuring our access to the real thing. In 1991, immediately prior to the explosion of digital technologies and the rise of the internet, Charles
Taylor argued that the impact of technology as a mediator of everyday experience resulted in a crisis of authenticity, "a loss of resonance, depth, or richness in our human surroundings." 8 As Plato, Benjamin and Taylor suggest, the yearning for authenticity is not new. Indeed, it could be argued that, from newspapers, to radio, to cinema and the newsreel, through television, and now the internet, how political authenticity is constituted has shifted, but what constitutes political authenticity has remained largely the same: it is the fundamental desire to know that, beneath the constructed politician, there exists a real person, with a stable identity and a core set of beliefs to which they remain wedded (something of which Romney spectacularly failed to convince the public). Therefore, rather than assert the falsehood that the search for the 'authentic' politician is a new preoccupation, this article will look to understand how this search has evolved in recent history, identify its origins, and explain how we arrived at our current state of affairs.
In order to illustrate this evolution, this article will compare and contrast developments in 'real' politics alongside explorations of authenticity in fictional representations of the electoral process in mainstream American films and television.
Both mediums have rich traditions of representing politics, and their attitudes towards political authenticity demand further investigation as they provide popular cultural barometers of contemporary conceptualisations of authenticity beyond the boundaries of traditional academic discourse. In this regard, the article conforms to Joanne
Morreale's argument that "in today's post-literate world, it is imperative that we understand the subordination of the word to the image in political persuasion. 11 The origins of film and television's search for authenticity in politics arguably lie in Frank Capra's films produced during The Great Depression. Mr Smith Goes to Washington [1939] and Meet John Doe [1941] established a populist pattern: while individuals working within the system tend to be corrupt and self-serving, the system itself was a benign entity merely searching for a figure of exceptional character to return it to its righteous path. Both films are concerned in one way or another with the issue of authenticity: Mr Smith and Meet John Doe demonstrate how the folksy simplicity of its protagonists are exploited by the political establishment to disguise their nefarious behind-the-scenes machinations. In keeping with Capra's populist credentials, in emerging from outside the political machine, Smith and Doe possess the unvarnished quality that enables them to wrest control from these malignant forces, and reassert values of truth, honesty and integrity in American politics. Capra picked these ideas up in his later State of the Union [1948] , in which Grant Matthews (Spencer Tracy), an industrialist picked to run for president, attempts to project authenticity by sticking to his beliefs rather than bowing to the wants of the party machine. The process ultimately defeats him, however, and he withdraws his candidacy. 12 It is important to note the obvious differences between the four texts chosen -The Candidate and Wag the Dog are feature films, Tanner '88 a miniseries, and The West Wing a long-running serial drama. The possibility for a television show to develop depth and character over a period of time is obviously greater than a stand-alone film. however, this approach will demonstrate the extent to which the definition of political authenticity remains largely consistent despite the distinct challenges it faces from different sources, particularly the changing means by which the electoral and political processes are represented, packaged and consumed through mass media. This combined approach is essential in order to sketch the history of, and criticism surrounding, authenticity in election campaigns in this period. secondary to the need to be articulate and expressive on television, firm emphasis being placed on "the appearance of competence rather than the fact of it." 16 Essentially, the politician needed to be able to 'act' in the theatrical sense of the term.
As Stella Bruzzi argues, "to try to enforce the distinction between the "real" person and the performance is futile; the politician is necessarily performative".
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Paradoxically, the ability to perform authenticity in the mediatised age becomes fundamental because, as Murray Edelman argues, "Inauthentic performance creates deep ambivalence in the public. It generates profound scepticism about political promises and accomplishments". 18 It is interesting to note that, despite differing approaches to the subject, political scientists, film scholars and cultural historians broadly agree that the politician is a performative entity, and politics a performative act. 19 Away from the media spotlight, it would appear obvious who is the more 'authentic' candidate: while Kennedy was part of an extraordinarily wealthy family with connections in Washington DC, and benefited from his father's largesse in his campaigns for the House of Representatives and the Senate, Nixon, whose father was a service station owner and a grocer, was a self-made man from a very ordinary background.
election. 20 The differing reactions to the two candidates from radio listeners and television viewers suggests Nixon suffered a performative failure on the visual medium: while his rhetorical skills sufficed to win the debate for those listening on the radio, according to Theodore White, his "clean, masculine" quality was "transmogrified" on television, making him appear glowering and heavy. 21 As Eugene carefully stage-managed photo opportunities lacking in spontaneity, their value centred on the extent to which they are "newsworthy", rather than "real". 24 As much as it had been heralded as a further evolutionary leap in bridging the gap between politicians and the electorate, television's artificiality generated profound cynicism about its influence. Although its impact did not call off the search for authenticity, television's pervasiveness and power was deemed simultaneously seductive and suspect. McKay (Melvyn Douglas), and is therefore part of the machine of mainstream politics that has been deemed inauthentic. Despite using his name as brand recognition to cruise to nomination (and therefore risk being cloaked in the pall of inauthenticity), the rationale behind McKay's candidacy is that the knowledge that he will almost certainly lose will enable him to transcend the stage-managed circus of the modern political campaign by voicing opinions that would not otherwise get a hearing. He will, in a sense, be permitted to present his authentic self, differentiate himself from his politician father, and not become trapped in the endless cycle of pseudo-events deemed necessary to win elections. However, his candour gains traction with an electorate disenchanted with the contrived nature of contemporary politics. As victory becomes a possibility, his campaign staff sand down his more incendiary attitudes, and 'repackage' him as an electable moderate, now capitalising on his position within a potential political dynasty to sell him as the inheritor of his father's mantle. 25 It is important to acknowledge that this cynicism was not new -The Best Man [Franklin J. Schaffner, 1964], based on Gore Vidal's play, examines the seamy underbelly of the nomination process in American politics, exposing the lengths politicians will go to in order to win power. It is crucial to note, however, that the film (and play) take aim at the process itself, rather than the media's influence upon it, suggesting that cynicism regarding the media's influence had not reached the saturation levels they would by the early 1970s. As Bruce Schulman argues, in the 1970s "Americans developed a deeper, more thorough suspicion of the instruments of public life and a more profound disillusionment with the corruption and inefficiency of public institutions", a feeling of disenchantment expressed clearly in Tanner '88 argues that the pursuit is doomed from the outset. Tanner's beliefs are ultimately meaningless because the means by which they will be presented -the media -will inevitably render them intangible, insubstantial, and inauthentic. authenticity to ensure a veneer of 'truth' to their conflict: the war footage shot in a Hollywood studio employs the cultural shorthand of the handheld camera to verify the footage's authenticity. 43 However, the artificiality of this construct is foregrounded:
the girl (Kirsten Dunst) running away from gunfire carries a cat that is added digitally in post-production. The advisers manufacture a folk song to suit their purposes, undermining the genre's reputation for handmade, agrarian honesty, markers of authenticity in American culture. By the film's end, it is asserted that television has "destroyed the electoral process", and that the president's "89% approval rating [is] based not on the events, but the spin given to those events."
Wag the Dog's conclusion appears to suggest that the media's impact on American politics has come full circle: where the politician's mastery of television was cultivated to establish intimacy with the electorate, now its ability to disguise problematic truths using these techniques is shown to be all-important. As Brian Neve Like Capra's heroes, Santos's claim to authenticity lies in his ordinariness. In its suggestion that this imbues him with innate qualities that facilitate a greater affinity with the public, The West Wing looks to enforce the distinction between the 'real' and the 'performative' politician. Whereas the other candidates in the programme attempt to perform authenticity (some more successfully than others), the construction of Santos suggests he possesses intrinsic qualities that preclude him from needing to do so; he is not a construction, he is 'The Real Deal'. Whether or not this is in fact achievable, the concept of 'The Real Deal' or 'The Real Thing' are fundamental to the search for authenticity in politics: as Miles Orvell suggests, "when we call an experience or a thing 'the real thing', we identify a quality of intensity that is otherwise lacking in the featureless background that constitutes the main hum of experience"
. 47 But what is it specifically about Santos that marks him out as authentic compared to his opponents, that separates him from this "hum", and is this really any different to the other artful, manipulative constructions of authenticity with which this article has already engaged? I will now proceed to discuss the two ways in which The West Wing achieves this: distinguishing Santos from his opponents by establishing him as a political 'outsider', and, concomitantly, through Santos's uncomplicated employment of old markers of televisual liveness and transparency as markers of authenticity.
During the 2008 election season, West Wing writers were keen to point out the influence Barack Obama had had on the fictional figure of Matt Santos. 48 While much has been made of the candidates' racial backgrounds, and their separation from the white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant males that had dominated the political landscape since the republic's inception, this seems to be red herring. 49 shows Vinick recording this leader, going through several takes. This supposed guarantor of authenticity is then attached to any advertisement the campaign staff see fit, thereby nullifying the claim that the candidate has approved each and every word, and renders the claim to validity fraudulent.
Santos looks to shift his own campaign away from these manipulative games.
He disdains the TV spot Josh has put together for his campaign (the only one they can afford), in which a Santos staffer dresses up in a chicken suit and accuses the other candidates of being too cowardly to debate him. Santos dismisses the advert as "cheap" and jettisons it, instead marching down to the television studio to deliver his message live. He is framed in a medium shot, and speaks his piece frontally, directly to the camera, with no added graphics or gimmickry. Santos outlines briefly the reasons why he is running for president, but reserves special mention for the inadequacies of modern campaigning. He laments its dishonesty and lack of integrity; in essence, he bemoans the inauthenticity of a process that puts political pointsscoring above policy, ideas and substantive debate. He goes on to say that he will not say anything about his opponents, or the issues at stake, "without saying it [him]self, right into the camera", attempting to cultivate an intimate, ingenuous relationship with the electorate. Santos will not hide behind the artifice of the media, and besmirch his opponent by proxy: his honesty will guarantee authenticity.
Unlike Tanner's 'For Real' advertisement, whose unvarnished and despite its relationship with political reality, is able to sidestep the complexities of real politics through visual and narrative choices. In its naïve, nostalgic belief that an honest, individual politician could transcend the demands of the party establishment, the political system and (crucially) the media, The West Wing is not positing an ideal that could be achieved in reality, but demonstrates there remains a yearning for a politician who seems genuine, even if he remains irretrievably fictional. Therefore, while the examples discussed in this article represent understandable responses to the crisis of authenticity in American politics, The West Wing demonstrates that the uncomplicated rearticulation of traditional conceptions of authenticity may be the only escape route available in a culture in which the practice of politics is entirely dependent on mediated construction and artifice. In such a situation, given the tendency for politicians to disappoint us (or worse), it is perhaps best that our thirst for political authenticity be quenched in fiction, allowing us to continue to view reality with the requisite scepticism and rationality.
